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Spatiotemporal data are vitally important for the national economy and defense modernization since it is not only an important
component of human society and geographical information of the environment but also a key carrier of spatiotemporal in-
formation. An event-based spatiotemporal data model and its improvements are employed to model spatiotemporal objects,
change history, and change relation, which is the main approach to resolve the spatiotemporal change modeling and has been
comprehensively developed in modeling theory and applications. -is manuscript studies the event-based spatiotemporal data
modeling theory based on three aspects of the cognitive theory, which are the spatiotemporal object, the concept of the spa-
tiotemporal dynamic object, and the spatiotemporal object relationship. -en, the implementation characteristics of the models
were analyzed regarding the management of cadastral information, analog natural disaster phenomena, and reasoning. Finally,
the key points and difficulties of an event-based spatiotemporal data modeling and prospective developmental trends were
discussed to provide insights with spatiotemporal data modeling.

1. Introduction

With the increasing implementations of a series of new
geospatial technologies, such as Mobile Internet and In-
ternet of -ings (IoT), the acquisition cycle of spatial in-
formation becomes much shorter and the amount and
coverage of spatiotemporal data keep on increasing and
expanding, including the appearance of typical spatiotem-
poral data such as trajectory and environmental detection.

Abundant spatiotemporal data are the basis for the
expression of spatiotemporal phenomena and knowledge
mining as they contain information about the occurrence
and evolution of spatiotemporal phenomena [1]. -ey are of
great significance to the national economy and defense
modernization. -e research of spatiotemporal data model
has gone through three major periods [2]: (1) the temporal
snapshot period focusing on recording changes in entity
state; (2) the object change period focusing on the expression
of the relationship before and after an entity change, and (3)
the event and activity period focusing on the description of
semantic relations of an entity change.

-e event-based spatiotemporal data model (ESTDM)
and its improvements cope with the typical representatives

of the third period. By modeling spatiotemporal objects,
spatiotemporal changes, and relations of a change, it ac-
quires the characteristics of explicitly modeling causes,
processes, and results of spatiotemporal changes [3]. It has
unique advantages that include the formation and evolution
simulations of spatiotemporal phenomena, the knowledge
mining of spatiotemporal changes, and discoveries of po-
tential historical processes of the Earth [4, 5].

However, the further improvements and applications of
the model are restricted since the ESTDM and its im-
provements have been mainly employed at specific scientific
problems and applications. -is research comprehensively
considered the basic process of spatiotemporal data mod-
eling, reviewed the theoretical basis and application char-
acteristics of the existing models, analyzed the theoretical
research status of the cognitive theory of spatiotemporal
object, spatiotemporal dynamic object concept, and spa-
tiotemporal object relationship, and summarized the ap-
plication characteristics of the model in cadastral
management and both re-enactment and reasoning of a
physical geographic phenomenon, which is expected to
provide a reference with an improvement and application of
the ESTDM.
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-e rest of the manuscript is organized as follows:
Section 2 briefly introduces the theoretical research re-
garding the ESTDM based on the cognitive theory and its
concepts. -e research coverage related to implementation
areas is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the ef-
fectiveness of the ESTDM model when spatiotemporal in-
formation, changes, and object relations exist. Besides, the
issues are underlined. Section 5 concludes the research.

2. Theoretical Research on the ESTDM

Peuquet [6] proposed the ESTDM in 1995, which deals with
the change of each state such as shape and attribute of the
spatial region as an event, organizes events in temporal
order, and expresses a process of a discrete spatiotemporal
change of the spatial region from the initial state to the final
change. In the real world, the relationships between entity
and environment as well as interentity alter constantly.
Aiming at dealing with the problem of change expression,
researchers have proposed a variety of theories and methods
that improve and apply the model in the realm of problems
that could probably appear in the future. It is necessary to
sort out and standardize the concepts of events, processes,
states, and spatial regions and re-establish the concepts and
relations of various elements of the ESTDM by utilizing the
available achievements of the cognitive theory of a spatio-
temporal object.

2.1. &e Cognitive &eory of Spatiotemporal Object.
Spatiotemporal objects are entities and changes that existed
in spatiotemporal dynamic phenomena. -ey can be com-
prehensively recognized based on the way that they exist in
the time-space domain and the characteristics of changes
that they undergo. -eories analyzing the characteristics of
object existence in space and time domains include both
endurantism and perdurantism [7–9]. While the object of
endurantism is only expanded in the space domain and a
snapshot at any time is its complete form, the object of
perdurantism is expanded in both time and space domains,
and “change” is the uneven distribution of an object in the
time domain.-ere are continuum and contingency theories
to analyze the characteristics of objects in terms of expe-
riencing change [10]: continuum is considered a change
without an alteration in nature and can be used to describe
relatively stable geographical objects, such as people, the
Earth, and other geographical entities. On the other hand,
contingency occurs in the time domain, having clear time
boundaries, acting on the continuums, and expressing the
history of the continuums.

To sum up, spatiotemporal objects can be divided into
geographic objects that can change, have spatial attributes
and any snapshots as a complete existence, and are dynamic
objects with changes embedded in the interior and strong
temporal attributes. Meanwhile, spatiotemporal objects are
independent, nonseparable, and occupy a certain range of
space, that is, they have properties called independence,
atomicity, and scope. -e characteristics of spatiotemporal
objects are shown in Table 1.

2.2. &e Concept of a Spatiotemporal Dynamic Object.
Spatiotemporal dynamic objects are the carriers of dy-
namically changing semantics and events. Processes are
common spatiotemporal dynamic objects. Different im-
proved models embrace different fields and scientific
problems, and the concepts of events and processes get
confused and the boundaries are not clear [11]. -e ESTDM
puts forward the concept of an event in the field of geo-
graphic information and expresses the significant change
with clearer endpoints for the first time. -e events of
spatiotemporal dynamic objects in this manuscript follow
this concept. For the concept of a process, the characteristics,
representation of a structured process, and homogenization
process based on Galton’s research [12] are discussed in this
manuscript.

2.2.1. &e Structured Process. A structural process refers to
the spatiotemporal evolution process consisting of sub-
events organized in a certain structure and having a definite
endpoint (but not yet arrived). For example, the evolution
process of the ESTDM is represented by an event sequence
organized in a temporal order. -e representation methods
of a structured process can be divided into the represen-
tation methods based on logical relations and based on
temporal hierarchy when the temporal order and the
different internal event organization methods are a
concern.

(1) -e method of the process representation based on a
logical relationship
-e process representation method based on logical
relationship records the state change of the object,
event causality, object evolution relationship, and the
relationship of the event-process interaction con-
cerning a temporal order. -e changed semantics
expressed by the model is richer.-emodel designed
based on this method is shown in Table 2.
Zhang et al. [13] designed a process-based spatio-
temporal data model (PBSTDM), which combines
logically connected events obtained by both classi-
fication and abstraction with the object state to form
a spatiotemporal change process. -en, it depicts the
relationship of the parent-child change of the object
at the same time by expressing the semantics of the
change process. -e spatiotemporal data model
based on the graph theory [17] employs the causal
evolution process of the state-event-state situation
expressed by Petri net place, transition, and directed
arc [14], which effectively expresses the temporal
prepost relationships and the successful relationships
such as element replacement, merging, and seg-
mentation. Chen et al. [15, 16] proposed that process
ontology can be composed of object and event on-
tologies and is multiple event ontologies occurring in
one (multiple) object ontology in a continuous time.
-e process ontology can also be composed of the
process ontologies. Object ontology has the partic-
ipation relations of generation, support, and
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enhancement/weakening with event ontology and
process ontology when ontology relations are a
concern. Events act on processes, with triggering,
promoting, hindering, ending, and other types of
relations. Process reacts to events with birth and end
of events.

(2) Enriching the process of a temporal hierarchy
method.

Based on the two-layer structure of both event and
process, the method contributes to the temporal and
spatial granularity of change semantics of the spatio-
temporal data models through both subdivision and

Table 1: Analyzing the characteristics of spatiotemporal objects.

Geographic object Dynamic object

Similarities
Independence: spatiotemporal objects are independent of each other

Atomicity: the components of a spatiotemporal object are not of the same type as itself
Scope: geographical objects occupy a certain range of space domains, while dynamic objects extend in the time domain

Differences
Can go through changes Have changes embedded within the object
Has spatial properties Has a temporal part

But no temporal properties exists intact at any point in its life cycle Cannot be expressed completely for a while in its life cycle

Table 2: Description of a process representation model based on a logical relationship.

Model diagram Model characteristics

Event

ProcessStart End

Present

Obj 1 Obj n Obj
1new

Obj
nnew

Father-son relation

Index Index
History

Record the changing status of objects before and after and the
relationship between objects

A process-based dynamic spatiotemporal data model [13]
ProcessStart End

Event

Obj 3

Obj 1

Obj 2

Obj 4

Obj 5

Obj 6

Obj 7

Obj 8
Event

Event -e graph model used to record and express the
spatiotemporal changes with complex composition structure
is effectively expressed, and the evolution process of object-

event-object is recorded

Research on spatiotemporal data model based on Petri net [14]
Process

Eff
ect

Eff
ect

Start End

Obj

Event Sub-Process

Pa
rtic
ipa
te

Record the object-event participation relationship and the
active relationship between events and processes

Spatiotemporal data model based on object-event-process and its
application [15]
Database model based on spatiotemporal ontology [16]
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aggregation to meet the requirements of semantic ex-
pression of complex temporal and spatial phenomena
(Table 3).

-e knowledge extraction framework of a spatiotem-
poral dynamic system [18] uses “activities” smaller than
event granularity to express object behavior. Events record
the conditions of change, participating objects and results,
and process organization events. Events also express dy-
namic system states and stages. -e three-level spatiotem-
poral structure composed of activity-event-process can
effectively resolve the key problems related to the calculation
of a spatial relation and the discovery of an attribute change
for knowledge mining of spatiotemporal dynamic systems.
Spatiotemporal process using the trapezoid multilevel de-
scription framework (STP-TRAP) [19] divides the spatio-
temporal change into four levels: atom event, evolution,
evolution sequence, and spatiotemporal process. -e
granularity of the atom event is the smallest, which

represents the instances of the constraint condition and
corresponding spatiotemporal changes of atomic events.

-e combination of atom events constitutes evolution
(compound events). -e evolution sequence organizes an
evolution according to the temporal order and represents the
compound spatiotemporal change with a meaning of a
certain semantic. -e spatiotemporal process is the top-level
hierarchical description unit, which expresses the semantics
of the whole spatiotemporal process. By organizing four
levels from top to bottom, the spatiotemporal process is
explicitly modeled, and the overall change process and the
constraint relationship of the microscopic change are
expressed. -e transformation hierarchy of the Petri net-
based spatiotemporal data model is extended, and the
subprocess is introduced to express the process and trigger
mechanism of the transformation process. -is explicit
expression of the spatiotemporal process has richer se-
mantics and improves the efficiency of the analysis [20].

Table 3: Description of the enriching process of the temporal hierarchy method.

Model diagram Model characteristics

Event

ProcessStart End

Obj Action

Activity 1 Activityn

Condition
Permit 

•••

Event
Result

Space-time phenomena are expressed by activity,
event, and process structure, and activity records

objects and their actions

Toward knowledge discovery about geographic dynamics
in spatiotemporal databases [18]

ProcessStart End

Compound Event Sequence
Compound Event

Atom Event1
Constra

ints

Constraints

Atom Event2

Atom Event3

Atom Event 4
Constraints

-e expression of linkage complex events is achieved
by introducing constraint relations into atomic events
at the lowest level of spatiotemporal change semantics

A trapezoidal hierarchical description framework for spatiotemporal processes
and its modeling example [19]

ProcessStart End

Event

Obj3

Obj1

Obj2

Obj4

Obj5

Obj6

Obj7

Obj8
Event

Event

register verify approve subdivision

-e graph model used to record and express the
temporal and spatial changes with complex

composition structures is effectively expressed, and the
evolution process of object-event-object is recorded

Research on spatiotemporal data model based on Petri net [14]
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2.2.2. Homogenization Process. -ehomogenization process
refers to the process type of the same internal change and the
change of the semantic generally smaller than the event. It is
often used to express the spatiotemporal process with
continuous gradual change as a component of significant
change—“event.”

-e most typical is the simulation of wildfires, storms,
and other dynamic geographical phenomena, which are
difficult to simulate exactly by functions due to various
internal mechanisms and the characteristics of continuous
gradual change in appearance. To express the semantics of
the continuous gradual change, the observed sequence
states are organized into “processes” according to specific
semantics [21]. For the spatiotemporal evolution expres-
sion of entities such as seafront and sea ice through both
classification and abstraction of homogenous change types,
stage objects such as generation, expansion, stability,
weakening, and extinction are defined [22, 23]. Based on
sequence states, the process semantics of stage objects are
refined by using spatiotemporal evolution functions. -e
processes are abstracted into mathematical functions, and
the combinatorial relations of the simultaneous or se-
quential occurrence of “process algebra” are introduced to
effectively simulate the complex spatiotemporal changes
occurring internally in parallel settings [11]. -e semantics
of continuous gradual process also need to consider
nonlinear continuous processes [24]. -e characteristics of
the intrinsic homogenous process model are shown in
Table 4.

2.3. Spatiotemporal Object Relations. Traditional GIS data
modeling only focuses on spatial attribute and thematic
attribute information, while dynamic objects composed of
events and processes interact with geographical objects to
maintain the continuous development of spatiotemporal
change in a spatiotemporal setting. -is interaction is the
key to the complete semantic representation of spatiotem-
poral changes and is also the feature of the ESTDM. Based on
the available research results, this manuscript discusses both
causality and composition.

2.3.1. Causality. Causality and change are inseparable. Be-
cause of the different mechanisms of action, the expression
of causality varies greatly in different times and spaces.
-erefore, this manuscript mainly discusses the predicates of
causality between dynamic and geographical objects, which
can be divided into a trigger, terminate, cause, permit, and
maintain [25]. Dynamic objects act on geographic objects to
“cause” state-change events, “trigger” new states, and “ter-
minate” the original states. -e occurrence of dynamic
objects depends on geographical objects. When the accu-
mulation of geographical object states reaches a certain
extent, the occurrence of dynamic objects is “allowed.” -e
state is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for the
occurrence of dynamic objects. A special causality is the
“maintenance” relationship. For the homogenization pro-
cess, its internal change semantics are consistent, and when

the process continues to occur, it implies the “maintenance”
relationship.

2.3.2. Composition. -e process and event of a dynamic
object have a composition relation due to the difference of
a granularity semantic of a spatiotemporal change. Based
on the previous analysis, a structured process usually
expresses the semantics of a large-scale change and
consists of a series of events organized in sequence. In-
trinsically, homogenous processes express continuous,
progressive, and fine-grained change semantics and can
be composed of semantically similar sequence states and
spatiotemporal evolution functions. -erefore, the com-
position relations between spatiotemporal objects rep-
resent spatiotemporal change semantics from different
levels, which can effectively improve the efficiency of
spatiotemporal information retrieval of the model in
practical applications.

-e relationships among the three aspects are presented
in Figure 1.

3. Application Research of the ESTDM

3.1. &e Management of Cadastral Information. In the ap-
plications of both land and real estate, a change of spa-
tiotemporal objects is mainly characterized by discrete
time-varying characteristics [26]. -e time-varying se-
mantics of sequences such as the change of plot scope and
utilization type can be expressed through the sequence of
geographical events. In addition to the expression of se-
quential time-varying semantics, the recording and ex-
pression of evolutionary relationships between cadastral
objects are also concerned in practical applications. -e
spatiotemporal change table is designed based on the in-
variance of an object identification [3] and graph theory
[17]. Petri net [14] is used to explicitly record the spatio-
temporal topological relationship between entities to re-
alize the expression of the parent-child relationship of
evolution relationship. To express a change of linkage
relations of objects in evolutionary relations, the identifi-
cation of the cadastral object that changes simultaneously
with other cadastral objects is added to the concept of
events [27], and the updated constraint rules of the ca-
dastral object are formulated based on the causality and
linkage rules among cadastral objects, processes, and events
[26]. In terms of the expression of the business process
related to a land change, the combination of “atomic event”
and “event operator” constitutes the “composite event” of
land allocation, which flexibly meets the change of the
business demand for the land allocation [28, 29]. -e
business processes of the land allocation are expressed
through hierarchical expansion of the spatiotemporal data
model based on the Petri net [20]. While “process” is
defined as a change of a cadastral attribute, an “event” is
defined as a land registration event, that is, external cause of
cadastral change [24], which is organically connected to the
change of the cadastral use concerning the land allocation
business.
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3.2. Re-Enactment and Reasoning of Physical Geographic
Phenomena. -e evolution of the physical geographic
phenomenon is the result of various factors influencing
each other and energy transfer, which has the charac-
teristics of continuous gradual change and obvious causal

relationships. In the process of modeling, it is necessary to
make a lot of improvements to the ESTDM, which mainly
focuses on the simulation of the evolution process and the
coherence expression of spatiotemporal change
semantics.

Table 4: Description of intrinsic homogenous spatiotemporal processes.

Model diagram Model characteristics

Process

State

ProcessStart End

Establish the relationship between spatiotemporal process and
observation state

Representing complex geographic phenomena in GIS [21]

Sequence

State

Operators

Process Object

Process Stage

Start End

Produce Expand Stable Shrink Destroy
Define the five-stage objects of “generation, expansion, stability,
weakening, and extinction” to form the expression of process

objects

Research on marine spatiotemporal process data model
and its prototype system construction [22]
Research on process-oriented spatiotemporal data model [23]

Process

Concurrent
Composition

Alternative
Composition

Action

Action

Sequential
Composition

Action

EventStart End

Introduce process operation to formally describe complex
spatiotemporal events, with stronger and more standardized

description ability

Event-oriented approaches to geographic phenomena [11]

Process (Inherent Change)

Event (Externally Driven)

Linear Non-Linear

Obj n

Obj 1 Obj
1new

Obj
nnew

Start End

Discrete

Propose three types of processes: discrete, linear, and nonlinear

Research on an improved temporal model based on event-process
[24]
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A sea ice ontology concerning sea ice objects, events,
and processes was constructed utilizing ice caps, icebergs,
and floating ice which are called sea ice objects, and events
such as “falling off” of ice caps and “drift” of icebergs, as
well as processes such called as “formation,” “rupture,”
“drift,” and “agglomeration” of floating ice. -e rela-
tionships such as “instance,” “composition,” “action” and
“trigger,” the changes and causes of sea ice are effectively
expressed [16]. Based on the idea of a continuous and
progressive change of spatiotemporal process expression
[30, 31], the objects of the ocean vortex process with
complete evolution characteristics are classified and se-
lected. -e inference responses to comprehensive spa-
tiotemporal query questions are realized through the
decomposition of the temporal conditional statement,
process object integration, and the processes of the se-
quence object integration [23]. Based on Region Con-
nection Calculus (RCC) and Temporal Logic theory, the
RCC Association Event (RAE) model, associated with the
topological time-varying of “regional object” and “event,”
is proposed, and the path law of tropical cyclone is ef-
fectively mined by using the probability model [32]. Some
of the recent researches dealing with different disciplines
can be found [33–36].

4. Findings

-e ESTDM is a dynamic spatiotemporal information
modeling method, which can effectively simulate spatio-
temporal changes and reflect the intrinsic laws of changes by
modeling spatiotemporal information, changes, and object
relations when temporal and spatial changes need to be
modeled.

-is manuscript expounds on the modeling theory of the
ESTDM, compares the characteristics of geographical and
spatiotemporal dynamic objects, studies the concepts and
modeling methods of structuration and homogenization
processes, and discusses the causal and composition rela-
tionships between spatiotemporal objects.

-e characteristics of both discrete and continuous
change models are analyzed based on the management of the

cadastral object, the re-enactment of a physical geographic
phenomenon, and reasoning. It is found that the ESTDM is
an effective method to deal with dynamic spatiotemporal
information by modeling spatiotemporal information,
changes, and object relations, which can effectively simulate
spatiotemporal change and reflect the intrinsic laws of
change. However, there are still several challenges due to the
dynamics and complexity of space-time phenomena and the
characteristics of modeling objects in various fields.

4.1. Research and Understanding of the Spatiotemporal Dy-
namicSemantics. -e research of spatiotemporal objects has
made some theoretical achievements, but it is still in its
infancy. Spatiotemporal dynamic semantics are closely re-
lated to spatiotemporal granularity, which is instantiated in
the mutual composition relation of events and processes,
which would lead to spatiotemporal semantic crossover and
data redundancy to a certain extent. A standard, clearer, and
comprehensive dynamic semantic of a spatiotemporal ex-
pression model needs to be introduced.

4.2. &e Knowledge Mining of the Spatiotemporal Change.
-e ESTDM resolves the problems of spatiotemporal data
organization and expression of spatiotemporal evolution
relations and can better serve the application areas when the
management of the cadastral information and the re-en-
actment of the physical geographic phenomenon is a con-
cern. Based on solving the problem of dynamic
spatiotemporal data modeling, it is necessary to continu-
ously introduce key technologies such as probabilistic and
automatic inference machine models to realize the pro-
motion of data management to knowledge service.

4.3. Intelligent Aggregation of the Multisource/
MultivariantData. With the continuous development of
emerging communication technologies such as 5G, the
Internet of -ings (IoT), and sensor networks, “digital twin
cities” are no longer far away. Available models mainly focus
on simulating the semantic changes of a single type of

StateEvent
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ter
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neo
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itio
n
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n

Allow
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Realisation
Figure 1: Relationships between events, processes, and states.
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geographical object or natural geographic phenomenon.
-erefore, for the expression of complex spatiotemporal
changes involving multisource/multivariant data and in-
teraction of multitype spatiotemporal objects, continuous
exploration is still needed.

5. Conclusion

In this manuscript, we study the event-based spatiotemporal
data modeling theory based on three aspects of the cognitive
theory, which are the spatiotemporal object, the concept of
the spatiotemporal dynamic object, and the spatiotemporal
object relationship.-en, the implementation characteristics
of the models were analyzed regarding the management of
cadastral information, analog natural disaster phenomena,
and reasoning. Finally, the key points and difficulties of an
event-based spatiotemporal data modeling and prospective
developmental trends were discussed to provide insights
with spatiotemporal data modeling.
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